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For more information, please visit

HOW DO I REQUEST TEST ACCOMMODATIONS?

HOW DO I REQUEST TEST ACCOMMODATIONS
ON THE GMAT EXAM?
The Graduate Management Admission Council® (GMAC®) is committed to ensuring that test takers with disabilities have
equal access to the GMAT exam. If you believe you have a disability that prevents you from taking the GMAT under standard
conditions, you may request accommodations by completing the following steps:
1. Create a GMAT profile (go to mba.com/accommodations-profile and follow directions). All GMAT test takers are encouraged to create a profile on mba.com whether or not they are seeking accommodations.
2. Read both the GMAT Handbook and the Supplement for Test Takers with Disabilities (Supplement) very carefully. The
GMAT Handbook provides critical information that every test taker, with or without a disability, must know to take the
GMAT exam. The Supplement provides test takers with disabilities additional guidance on the process and requirements
for requesting GMAT accommodations.
3. Complete the GMAT Exam Accommodation Request Form included in this Supplement.
4. Provide medical/clinical documentation that demonstrates your need for accommodations. To ensure your documentation is complete, please review the Documentation Guidelines for your specific disability in this Supplement.
5. Send your completed GMAT Test Accommodation Request Form and all supporting documentation along with the
GMAT Appointment fee (for payment information, see mba.com/PayfortheTest) to Pearson VUE at one of the following
addresses or fax number. Please note: Your request for test accommodations will not be considered if payment is not submitted with your application.
6. If we approve your request for accommodations, then you will be able to schedule an accommodated testing. It is not possible to schedule an accommodated testing before receiving approval for accommodations. Therefore, we request that
you not book a testing appointment until you receive our decision regarding your accommodation request
CONTACT INFORMATION
Fax: 1 (952) 681-3681 Attention: GMAT Disability Services
Postal Mail:				
Express Mail/Courier Service
Pearson VUE				Pearson VUE
Attn.: GMAT Disability Services		
Attn.: GMAT Disability Services
PO Box 581907				
5601 Green Valley Drive, Suite 220
Minneapolis, MN 55458-1907 USA
Bloomington, MN 55437 USA
*Please note: Your request for test accommodations will not be considered if payment is not submitted with your application.
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trademark of JCB, Co. Ltd. Master Card® is a registered trademark of MasterCard International Inc. Visa® is a registered trademark of Visa International Service Association.
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HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE TO RECEIVE A DECISION?

ONCE I SUBMIT MY APPLICATION FOR
ACCOMMODATIONS, HOW LONG WILL IT TAKE
TO RECEIVE A DECISION?
The general timetable for processing applications for GMAT accommodations is as follows:
INITIAL APPLICATION
Processing Time
(in Calendar Days)

Action

Day 1

Test taker submits the accommodation application and test fee to Pearson VUE.

Days 2-4

Pearson VUE processes the test fee, and a confirmation is sent to the test taker. The application is
then prepared for review by GMAC Accommodations Specialists.

Days 5-7

GGMAC receives the application into its database and assigns it for review in the order in which it is
received. Depending on the nature of the condition described, the application may be submitted for
review by an independent external medical expert.

Days 8-25

The application is reviewed by GMAC Accommodations Specialists and/or an independent external
expert, and a determination of eligibility is reached. GMAC tries to complete the review process within
25 calendar days of the application submission.

Days 26-30

A written response is sent to the test taker from GMAC. Note: We cannot guarantee postal mail
response time if you choose this option rather than email response.

Requests for test accommodation(s) are processed in the order in which they are received. Expedited review is not available,
so you should review the processing timeline carefully and plan accordingly. Every effort will be made to respond to your
request within three to four weeks from the day your GMAT Test Accommodation Request Form, supporting documentation,
and test fee were received.
ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION
If the documentation you submit is incomplete or outdated, we’ll send you a decision letter with a request for more documentation. If this happens, you should submit additional documentation and plan for the review process to take up to 30
more calendar days after the additional documentation is received.

WHOM DO I CONTACT IF I HAVE QUESTIONS
REGARDING THE APPLICATION PROCESS?
GMAC works with testing partner Pearson VUE to administer the GMAT exam. You should email Pearson VUE at
GMATCandidateServicesAmericas@pearson.com if you have a question about:
Whether your accommodation request has been received
Test fee refunds
Exam scheduling
General policy questions
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GMAC makes all decisions regarding eligibility for GMAT
accommodations. You should email GMAC at
testingaccommodations@gmac.com if you have any
questions about accommodations application preparation
or about an accommodation decision you have received.
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PREPARING MY APPLICATION

WHAT ELSE DO I
NEED TO KNOW
AS I PREPARE MY
APPLICATION?

WHAT DISABILITY
DOCUMENTATION
MUST I SUBMIT WITH
MY APPLICATION?

GMAC provides reasonable test accommodations to individuals who have documented disabilities within the meaning
of the Americans with Disabilities Act, as amended (ADA).
Under the ADA, a “disability” is a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits your ability to perform one or
more major life activities, as compared with most people in
the general population. Please be aware that submission of
an accommodation request does not guarantee the approval
of the requested test accommodation(s). Decisions are made
on a case-by-case basis after careful review of the documentation submitted. Accommodations are not approved if
the prospective test taker has not adequately documented a
disability within the meaning of the ADA, or if the requested
accommodations are not reasonable. Accommodations are
not reasonable, for example, if they would affect the measurement of skills that the GMAT exam is intended to measure, alter the predictive validity of the resulting test scores
compared with scores achieved under standard conditions,
or jeopardize exam security. GMAC reserves the right to
deny accommodations when it has a good faith basis for concluding that any of these situations apply.

Different types of disabilities have very different symptom
patterns and developmental courses. We have provided
specific documentation guidelines for the distinct types
of clinical conditions that are most commonly associated
with accommodation requests on tests such as the GMAT:
Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder, Learning and
Cognitive Disorders, Physical and Systemic Disabilities,
Psychological Disabilities, and Sensory Disabilities (Vision
and Hearing). The guidelines provided are organized by disability type. You may also apply for accommodations using
the “Other” category if you aren’t sure what disability type
may apply.

Once our review of your application and supporting documentation is complete, GMAC will notify you in writing of the
approval or denial of your request. If approved for accommodations, the written notification will provide instructions
on how to schedule your accommodated testing appointment. If your request is not approved, you will be provided
with the basis for the denial and instructions on how to
register for a standard administration of the GMAT exam.
You may request a reconsideration of the decision, or you
may request a refund of your test fee. Information on how to
request a refund or reconsideration of the decision will also
be included in the written notification.
All GMAT test takers are subject to the terms, conditions, policies, and procedures described in the GMAT Handbook. You may
obtain a copy of the Handbook at mba.com/gmathandbook

As a GMAT test taker, you are responsible for documenting
all of the following with your application:
The existence of an impairment that substantially limits a
major life activity, as compared with most people
The current impact of your impairment and how it limits
your ability to take the computer- adaptive GMAT exam
under standard conditions
A rationale for why the requested accommodation(s)
is/are necessary and appropriate relative to your
impairment(s)
For complete details as to what documentation you
should submit with your application, please click on the
Documentation Guidelines below specific to your disability.
Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder:
mba.com/GMATSupplementADHD
Learning and Cognitive Disorders
mba.com/GMATSupplementLD
Physical and Systemic Disabilities:
mba.com/GMATSupplementPhysical
Psychological Disabilities:
mba.com/GMATSupplementPsy
Sensory Disabilities (Vision and Hearing:
mba.com/GMATSupplementSensory
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WHAT ELSE SHOULD I BE AWARE OF?

NOW THAT I KNOW
THE STEPS TO TAKE
TO SUBMIT AN
ACCOMMODATION
REQUEST, WHAT
ELSE SHOULD I BE
AWARE OF?
THE GMAT EXAM IS DESIGNED TO BE
ADMINISTERED IN A STRUCTURED,
STANDARDIZED FORMAT
The GMAT exam provides a common, standardized measure of higher-order reasoning skills that management
faculty worldwide have identified as important for incoming
students to have. GMAC aims to make the testing experience as uniform and as fair as possible at test centers all
over the world. There are time limits on the GMAT exam,
and most test takers must manage their time carefully.
Some test takers are unable to complete the exam, and others report that they guessed on some items to finish within
time limits. However, most test takers do find the time limits manageable, particularly if they have taken one or more
timed practice tests to learn to pace themselves.

THERE ARE SUPPORTS AVAILABLE TO HELP
EVERY TEST TAKER PREPARE FOR THE GMAT
EXAM
GMAT’s free GMATPrep® software includes two fulllength, timed practice exams that can help familiarize you
with the exam format and provide valuable practice in managing time (to access free GMATPrep software, visit
mba.com/gmatprep). Also, the Official Guide to GMAT Review,
digital talking book version, is available for test takers with
visual impairments; please visit mba.com/dtb.

THERE ARE SUPPORTS AVAILABLE TO EVERY
TEST TAKER DURING THE ADMINISTRATION OF
THE GMAT EXAM
Testing centers provide very quiet, private, carefully proctored testing cubicles. All aspects of the GMAT exam are
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administered by computer, and written responses are not
scored for spelling. The following supports are available:
An online calculator with basic functions will be provided
for the Integrated Reasoning section.
Two breaks will be provided.
Adjustable-height chairs, ear plugs or headphones to
block noise, and the ability to switch the computer mouse
from right-hand to left-hand operation are always available and can be requested at the test center on the day of
testing.
Each testing station has a built-in clock to help test-takers keep track of time.
Test takers may choose to store food, beverages, medication, or various “comfort items” in lockers provided on
the premises, and these can be accessed during scheduled breaks.
With prior approval, some medical or comfort items can
also be taken into the testing room.

A VARIETY OF ACCOMMODATIONS ARE
AVAILABLE FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH
DISABILITIES
Depending on the nature of the disability, a variety of
accommodations may be possible. The most commonly
requested accommodations are:
Additional testing time (50 percent or 100 percent more
time)
One additional rest break OR extended rest breaks
A reader who can read items to you
A recorder who can record your responses
JAWS software for the Analytical Writing Assessment
A more complete list of possible accommodations is included
on the GMAT exam Accommodation Request Form included in
this Supplement. You may also request accommodations not
listed on our accommodations application form.

ACCOMMODATIONS PROVIDED ON THE GMAT
EXAM MUST BE REASONABLE
Accommodations are intended to address current impairments that would be expected to interfere significantly with
your ability to take the GMAT exam. You should provide clear
evidence that a specific type of accommodation is needed to
address a specific, current, significant functional limitation
that is likely to interfere with your ability to take the GMAT
exam under standard conditions. For example, if you are
requesting extended time, you should provide evidence that
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WHAT ELSE SHOULD I BE AWARE OF?

you currently have significant difficulty working effectively
under timed conditions, as compared with the average
person in the general population. Accommodations are not
considered reasonable if they interfere with accurate measurement of the higher-order reasoning skills the GMAT
exam is intended to measure, or if they would jeopardize the
security of the exam.

CURRENT DOCUMENTATION OF YOUR
CONDITION IS REQUIRED, EVEN IF YOU HAVE
RECEIVED ACCOMMODATIONS IN OTHER
SETTINGS IN THE PAST
You may request GMAT accommodations whether or not
you have received accommodations from others in the past.
GMAC must, however, make its own determination as to
whether accommodations are warranted and what accommodations appear reasonable for a given individual in relation
to the specific demands of the GMAT exam. Other institutions
may grant accommodations for different reasons or use different standards than GMAC. Many clinical conditions change
over time, so that a person’s present functioning may be better or worse than it had been in the past. Thus, an individual
who did not qualify for accommodations in other settings at
other times may be granted accommodations on the GMAT
exam, or a person who did qualify for accommodations in the
past may improve in their functioning to the point that they no
longer need accommodations to access the GMAT.

Prepare with mba.com
store—it’s all right here ...
BEST SELLING GUIDE BOOKS

The Official Guide for GMAT® Review, 13th Edition,
with more than 900 questions from past GMAT exams
GMAT® Quantitative Review, 2nd Edition,
with 300 practice questions from past GMAT exams and answer
explanations to improve your quantitative skills
GMAT® Verbal Review, 2nd Edition,
with 300 practice questions from past GMAT exams and answer
explanations to improve your verbal skills

INSTANT EXAM PRACTICE

THERE ARE RESOURCES TO HELP
YOU DOCUMENT YOUR NEED FOR
ACCOMMODATIONS
Detailed guidelines are provided within this Supplement
to help you document your need for accommodations. We
recommend that you also work closely with experienced
disability support personnel and/or health care professionals to help determine what accommodations to request and
prepare appropriate documentation. Most applicants find
it very helpful to work closely with the disabilities support
services office at their college or university. We also recommend that you work closely with a licensed professional
with expertise in diagnosing and documenting the disability
in question. In preparing your application for accommodations, we encourage you to share our disability documentation guidelines with your medical/clinical evaluator.
For answers to questions typically asked by applicants for
GMAT accommodations, please visit our list of Frequently
Asked Questions at mba.com/GMATSupplementQuestions.

Download GMAT® Paper Tests to practice
with real, retired tests
Diagnose your GMAT quantitative strengths
and weaknesses with GMAT Focus®
Practice for the GMAT Analytical Writing Assessment
with GMAT Write®

Visit mba.com/estore to find
all these tools and more.
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GMAT TEST ACCOMMODATION REQUEST FORM

GMAT TEST ACCOMMODATION REQUEST FORM
Please Print or Type – The Application Must Be Legible
The following form must be completed and submitted to GMAT Disability Services with all additional supporting documentation and your test fee before your request for test accommodation(s) will be reviewed. To obtain information on
applicable test fees, please visit mba.com.
You are required to provide current documentation from a qualified evaluator who is familiar with your disability and the
functional impact of your disability on your ability to perform on the GMAT exam. Carefully review the guidelines in this
Supplement to ensure that your documentation is complete. For tracking purposes, please list your name and date of birth on
each page of this form.
Be sure that the spelling of your name matches the name printed on the identification you will present at the test center. If
this information does not match, you will NOT be admitted to the test center, and your entire test fee will be forfeited.
Please submit your completed form to GMAT Disability Services using the following fax or mail address.
Fax: +1 (952) 681-3681
Postal Mail

Express Mail/Courier Service

Pearson VUE
Attn.: GMAT Disability Services
PO Box 581907
Minneapolis, MN 55458-1907 USA

Pearson VUE
Attn.: GMAT Disability Services
5601 Green Valley Drive, Suite 220
Bloomington, MN 55437 USA

*Please note: Your request for test accommodation(s) will not be considered if payment is not submitted with your application.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Be sure the name you provide on this form matches the valid ID you will present on the day of the test.
If you fail to present an acceptable, valid form of ID, or if your name on the ID does not match the name you provide on
this form, you will be TURNED AWAY from the test center. Your test fee will not be refunded. See the GMAT Handbook
for additional information about appropriate identification.
Use the country codes on mba.com (see Country Code List) to complete this form.
If your information will not fit in the space provided, write outside the lines or use additional sheets.

NOW AVAILABLE ON MAC AND PC!
TO DOWNLOAD, VISIT mba.com/gmatprep
• 2 full length exams
• 15 practice questions of each type, including Integrated Reasoning
• Full verbal and quantitative content review

NEW FEATURES INCLUDE:

Prepare. Practice. Improve.
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• Purchase additional practice questions
• Track your progress
• Practice test score history
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GMAT TEST ACCOMMODATION REQUEST FORM

Title
£ Mr.

£ Mrs. £ Miss £ Ms. £ Dr. £ Other

First Name (Given Name)*

M.I.

Last Name (Family or Surname)*

Suffix
£ Jr.

£ Sr. £ II

£ III

£ IV

Gender*
£ Male

£ Other

£ Female

Address Line 1 (Number and Street)*
Address Line 2

City *

State or Province *

Country Code* (see Country Code List on mba.com)

Postal Code

Country of Citizenship Code*

(see Country Code List on mba.com)

Daytime Telephone Number,* including
Country Code

Evening Telephone Number, including Country Code

Fax Number, including Country Code

Email Address
Date of Birth (MM/DD/YYYY)*

If you are a US citizen residing in the US, select your ethnic or racial identification:

£ African American
£ American Indian, or

Other Native American

£ Asian
£ Mexican
£ Multiethnic

Have you taken the GMAT exam before?*

£ Multiracial
£ Hispanic
£ Puerto Rican

£ White
£ Latino
£ Other

If yes, enter your GMAT ID (if available)

£ Yes £ No
When do you plan to start a graduate management program (MM/YYYY)?
(Leave blank if undecided)
* Required Information
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GMAT TEST ACCOMMODATION REQUEST FORM

PAYMENT INFORMATION
Fax or mail this form if you are paying with a credit card.
Mail this form if you are paying with a cashier’s check, money order, or personal check.
If you do not submit payment with this form, your test appointment will not be made and your form will be returned to you.
If the cardholder name and billing address for the credit card you are using do not match the name and address entered
elsewhere on this form, you must enter the cardholder information requested. The name and address provided must
match the name and address on the credit card billing statement.
Use the country codes to complete this form.
If your information will not fit in the space provided, write outside the lines or use additional sheets.

Credit Card Information

£ VISA

®

£ MasterCard

®

£ JCB

®

£ American Express

®

Expiration Date
(MM/YY)

Credit Card Number
Cardholder Signature

Security Code

Date (MM/DD/YYYY)

Or Other Payment Method (must be enclosed)
£ Cashier’s Check
£ Money Order
£ Personal Check
Cardholder Information (if different from personal information)
First Name (Given Name)*

M.I.

Last Name (Family or Surname)*

Address Line 1 (Number and Street)*
Address Line 2
City *

State or Province *

Country Code*

(see Country Code List on mba.com)

Postal Code

Daytime Telephone Number*, including
Country Code

* Required Information
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GMAT TEST ACCOMMODATION REQUEST FORM

A. NATURE OF YOUR DISABILITY
(Check all that apply and list specific diagnosis.)

£ Physical
£ ADHD
£ Learning
£ Psychological
£ Vision
£ Hearing
£ Other
When was your disability first diagnosed?

£ Less than 1 year ago £ 1-2 years ago

£ 2-4 years ago

£ 5 or more years ago

Date of professional’s most recent evaluation (MM/DD/YYYY)?

B. PREVIOUS ACCOMMODATIONS
Have you previously requested accommodation(s) on any other standardized examinations?

£ Yes £ No
Have you previously received accommodation(s) on any other standardized examinations?

£ Yes £ No
If yes, please complete the following:
Exam

Date

Accommodation(s) received

Exam

Date

Accommodation(s) received

Did you receive additional test time for any exams while you were in college?

£ Yes £ No
Did you receive any other accommodations while you were in college?

£ Yes £ No
If yes, list all accommodations received in college:
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GMAT TEST ACCOMMODATION REQUEST FORM

C. PREVIOUS ACCOMMODATIONS (CONTINUED)
If you have been employed at any time since high school, did you receive any accommodations from your employer because
of your disability?

£ Yes £ No
If yes, please explain what accommodations you received.

If no, please explain.

Were you approved for GMAT accommodations within the past two years?

£ Yes £ No
If approved for GMAT accommodations within the past two years, are you requesting the same approved accommodations?

£ Yes £ No
If no, please complete Sections C and D.

D. REQUEST FOR GMAT TEST ACCOMMODATION(S)
1. Test Format
(Check one only. If you do not complete this section, the computer adaptive format with regular font will be used.)

£ Enlarged font computer adaptive test (20 point)
£ Other (please specify)
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GMAT TEST ACCOMMODATION REQUEST FORM

2. Test Accommodations (the following are the most commonly requested accommodations)
If the accommodation needed is not listed, please check “other” and explain the requested accommodation.
A. Additional time

B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.

£ 50% more time
£ 100% more time
£ Additional rest break
£ Extended rest breaks
£ Two-day appointment (as opposed to completing the test in one day)
£ Wheelchair accessibility
£ Reader who can read the test items to the candidate
£ Recorder to enter responses
£ Sign language interpreter (for spoken directions and candidate questions only)
£ Trackball mouse
£ Allowance of a medical device into the testing room (specify)
Please note: Medical equipment or assistive devices not attached to your body requires submission of an
accommodation request.

K.

£ Other

The following aids do not require a GMAT Accommodation Request Form:
Eyeglasses and hearing aids
Pillow for supporting neck, back, or injured limb
Neck brace or collars
Insulin pump, if attached to your body
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GMAT TEST ACCOMMODATION REQUEST FORM

3. Minor Modifications
(The following modifications do not require prior approval and may be requested on the day of the appointment)

£ Adjustable chair*
B. £ Adjustable personal computer (PC) workstation*
C. £ Ear plugs or headphones to block noise
D. £ Switching the mouse from right-hand to left-hand operation

A.

* Adjustable chairs and workstations may not be available in all test center locations. Please request these minor modifications
when scheduling your appointment or by contacting GMAT Customer Service for your region.

D. ACCOMMODATIONS RATIONALE
Please describe how your disability affects your ability to take the GMAT exam, and explain why you need each of the
requested accommodations. You may attach additional pages if necessary. List your name and date of birth on each page.

E. NOTIFICATIONS
Preferred method of receiving GMAT Disability Services communications (select one only):

£ Email
£ Postal mail
£ Fax
(If you do not select any option, or select multiple options, all communication will take place via email. Please ensure the
email address on page A2 is correct and legible.)

F. VERIFICATION
I certify that all of the information on this form is true and correct. I agree to all the terms and conditions set forth in
the GMAT Handbook, including its Privacy Policy. If I am submitting my request from outside the US, I also consent to the
transmission of my request, including my documentation and personal health information, into the US. I further consent
to the processing of my request in the US by Pearson VUE, GMAC, their service providers and external reviewers, as provided in this Supplement and the Privacy Policy, exclusively for the purpose of allowing GMAC to evaluate my request for
a disability accommodation for taking the GMAT exam or other purposes identified therein. I agree to receive communications by GMAC as described above. I certify that all of the information on this form and in the documentation I am providing is accurate, truthful, correct, and complete.

Signature		Date
If you are unable to sign this form, please have someone sign and date the form in your presence and then have that person
provide his or her signature below.

Signature		Date
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AUTHORIZATION TO DISCLOSE HEALTH INFORMATION TO THIRD PARTIES

AUTHORIZATION TO DISCLOSE HEALTH
INFORMATION TO THIRD PARTIES REGARDING
GMAT ACCOMMODATION REQUESTS AND
RELEASE OF LIABILITY
On occasion, applicants who have received an accommodation decision from GMAC request that we discuss the basis of that
decision with the applicant’s medical/clinical provider. We are happy to take such calls. To protect your personal information, and subject to its Privacy Policy, GMAT Disability Services will not respond to inquiries from or provide information to
third parties regarding your accommodation request unless you have specifically authorized us to do so through this form.
By signing this form, you are authorizing the Graduate Management Admission Council (GMAC) and its officers, employees
and agents to disclose, to the individuals you have designated below, any information to which GMAC has access related to
your accommodation request, including but not limited to, the nature of your request, status of review of the request, and
any information concerning your mental and/or physical health. Also, by signing this form, you are releasing GMAC and its
officers, employees and agents from any claims, demands or liability related to or resulting from the disclosure of such
information by GMAC, its officers, employees or agents. GMAC reserves the right at its sole discretion to determine whether
to disclose any information, and if so, which information to disclose to those individuals you have designated. This form does
not in any way obligate GMAC to release any information.
I,
, hereby voluntarily authorize the Director of GMAT Disability Services and
his/her designees to discuss at their discretion any information to which GMAC has access related to my accommodation
request (including but not limited to my personal, mental and/or physical health information) with the following individual(s):

Name

Organization

Relationship

Name

Organization

Relationship

Name

Organization

Relationship

Signed:

Date:

GMAT ID:

(if available)

Please FAX to GMAT Test Accommodations: + 1(952) 681-3681
© 2014 Graduate Management Admission Council® (GMAC®). May not be reproduced without express permission of GMAC®.
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CONTACT US

CONTACTING US
Q: How do I contact you if I have additional questions?
A: Two levels of support are provided to assist test takers with inquiries.
 GMAC works with testing partner PearsonVUE to administer the GMAT exam. You should contact
GMATCandidateServicesAmericas@pearson.com if you have questions regarding whether your accommodation
request has been received, test fee refunds, exam scheduling, and general policy questions. You may also contact
GMAT Customer Service for your region as listed in the GMAT Handbook at mba.com/gmathandbook.com
 GMAC makes all decisions regarding eligibility for GMAT accommodations. You should email GMAC at
testingaccommodations@gmac.com if you have any questions about accommodations application preparation or about
an accommodation decision you have received

GET NOTICED BY THE WORLD’S BEST
GRADUATE MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS.

Schools from around the world rely on the Graduate Management Admission Search Service® (GMASS®) to
find the right applicants for their programs.
Register on mba.com and opt into the GMASS Search Service, and you’ll be a step ahead in your pursuit—to
find the program that is right for you.
Sign up for free today at mba.com/gmass and get these benefits:
• Discover scholarship options that you haven’t heard of before.
• Expand your program options—more than 400 schools worldwide
participate.
• Streamline your search—GMASS makes it possible for the programs
that fit you best to find you.
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